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Jaamil Olawale Kosoko is a multi-spirited Nigerian-American poet, curator, 
and performance artist originally from Detroit, MI. Jaamil’s work in perfor-
mance is rooted in embodied ritual practice, poetics, Black critical studies, 
and queer theories of the body as a means to conjure and craft perpetual 

modes of freedom, healing, and care when/where/however possible.



JAAMIL
OLAWALE  KOSOKO
jaamil olawale kosoko is a multi-spirited Nigerian American author, perfor-
mance artist, and curator of Yoruba and Natchez descent originally from 
Detroit, MI. jaamil’s practice is conceptual and process based, fluidly mov-
ing within the creative realms of live art performance, video, sculpture, 
and poetry. Through rooted ritual and spiritual practice, embodied poetics, 
Black critical studies, and queer theories of the body, kosoko conjures 
and crafts perpetual modes of freedom, healing, and care when/where/
however possible.

jaamil is the recipient of awards including the 2022 Slamdance Jury Prize 
for Best Experimental Short film, 2021/22 MacDowell Fellowship, 2020 
Pew Fellowship in the Arts, 2020 NCCAkron Creative Administrative Fel-
lowship, 2019 NPN Creation & Development Fund award, 2019 Red Bull 
Arts Fellowship, 2019 NYSCA/NYFA Artist Fellowship in Choreography, 
2017-2019 Princeton Arts Fellowship, 2018 NEFA National Dance Proj-
ect Award, 2018-20 New York Live Arts Live Feed Residency, 2017 Cave 
Canem Poetry Fellowship, and consecutive 2016-2020 USArtists Interna-
tional Awards from the Mid-Atlantic Arts Foundation.

Blending poetry and memoir, conversation and performance theory, their 
book Black Body Amnesia: Poems and Other Speech Acts, was released 
Spring 2022. Black Body Amnesia: LIVE, the performance reading, is a live 
theatrical event that examines the shapeshifting, illegible, and fugitive real-
ities of Black diasporan people negotiating the psychic lifeworlds of living 
inside the American context. It is performed with an alternating ensemble 
of performers including jaamil olawale kosoko, Raymond Pinto, mayfield 
brooks, DJ Maij, and features original sound compositions by Everett-Asis 
Saunders. In this new work, kosoko uses complexity theory—which they 
define as the study of adaptive survivalist strategies inside complex net-
works or environments—as a performance device. From this artistic van-
tage point, the artist explores how minoritarianized communities record 
and affirm their existence through collaborative actions and protests, and 
how they then archive these personal freedom narratives to subvert cul-
turally charged fields of systemic oppression, loss, and erasure.



Their 2020 project, Chameleon, is a multimedia living digital art work, 
film, and radio transmission project that explores the fugitive realities and 
shapeshifting demands of surviving at the intersection of Blackness, gender 
fluidity, and queerness in a pirated virtual space. Chameleon is a Nation-
al Performance Network (NPN) Creation & Development Fund Project 
co-commissioned by EMPAC / Experimental Media and Performing Arts 
Center at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY; the New York Live 
Arts Live Feed Residency program; and the Wexner Center for the Arts at 
Ohio State University, in partnership with Portland Institute for Contem-
porary Art (PICA), and Tanz im August/HAU Hebbel am Ufer. Additional 
development support for Chameleon was made possible, in part, with 
commissioning support from the New York State Council on the Arts 
with the support of Governor Andrew Cuomo and the New York State 
Legislature, through the Movement Research Artist-in-Residence Program.

Their 2017 work, Séancers, premiered at Abrons Arts Center in Decem-
ber 2017 and has toured nationally and internationally to critical acclaim. 
Recent highlights include Mousonturm (Frankfurt, DE), FringeArts (Phil-
adelphia, PA), Sophiensaele (Berlin, DE), the Wexner Center (Columbus, 
OH), Fusebox Festival (Austin, TX) and Montréal Arts Interculturels 
(Montréal, CA), among others.

Their work #negrophobia (premiered September 2015, Gibney Dance 
Center) was nominated for a 2016 Bessie Award and toured throughout 
Europe appearing in major festivals including Moving in November (Fin-
land), TakeMeSomewhere (UK), SICK! (UK), Tanz im August (Berlin), Oslo 
Internasjonale Teaterfestival (Norway), Zurich MOVES! (Switzerland), 
Beursschouwburg (Belgium) and Spielart Festival (Munich).

They are the guest curator of the exhibition Portal For(e) the Ephemeral 
Passage on view June 10-Aug. 14th at The Wexner,  Co-Curator of the 
2019 Black Poetry Conference at Princeton University, 2015 Movement 
Research Spring Festival and the 2015 Dancing While Black performance 
series at BAAD in the Bronx; a contributing correspondent for Dance 
Journal (PHL), the Broad Street Review (PHL), and Critical Correspon-
dence (NYC); a 2012 Live Arts Brewery Fellow as a part of the Philadel-
phia Live Arts Festival; a 2011 fellow as a part of the DeVos Institute of Art 
Management at the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts; and 
an inaugural graduate member of the Institute for Curatorial Practice in 
Performance (ICPP) at Wesleyan University where they earned their MA 
in Curatorial Studies.





jaamil has performed with various dance companies including Keely Gar-
field Dance, Miguel Gutierrez and The Powerful People, and Headlong 
Dance Theater, among others. In addition, creative consultant and/or per-
former credits include: Terry Creach, Lisa Kraus, Kate Watson-Wallace/
anonymous bodies, Leah Stein Dance Company, Emergent Improvisation 
Ensemble, and Faustin Linyekula and Les Studios Kabako (The Democratic 
Republic of Congo).

In 2009, they published the chapbook, Animal in Cyberspace. In 2011, jaamil 
published the collection, Notes on an Urban Kill-Floor: Poems for Detroit 
(Old City Publishing). Publications include: The American Poetry Review, 
The Dunes Review, The Interlochen Review, The Broad Street Review, Silo 
Literary and Visual Arts Magazine.

jaamil has served on numerous curatorial and funding panels including 
the Foundation for Contemporary Art, the Brooklyn Arts Council, the 
National Endowment for the Arts, MAP Fund, Movement Research at 
the Judson Church, the Philadelphia Cultural Fund, and the Baker Artists 
Awards, among others. From 2014 to 2020, jaamil served as a trustee on 
the Board of Directors for Dance/USA, the national service organization 
for dance professionals. jaamil is also a founding advisory board member 
for the Coalition for Diasporan Scholars Moving, and currently serves as 
an artistic advisory member of The Field Center in Vermont.

jaamil has held producing and curatorial positions at New York Live Arts, 
651 Arts, and The Watermill Center among others. And has taught and lec-
tured at various educational institutions across the world. In Fall of 2020, 
jaamil was appointed the 3rd annual Alma Hawkins Visiting Chair at UCLA 
World Arts & Cultures/Dance Department. Additionally, jaamil lectures 
regularly at Princeton University, The University of the Arts Stockholm, 
and Master Exerce, ICI-CCN in Montpellier, France. Follow jaamil’s cre-
ative adventures on IG @jaamil_means_beauty



MISSION
Kosoko Performance + Studio is a new media performance studio whose 
mission is to push Black queer histories forward through global social-
ly engaged performance, healing education, new media experimentation, 
and creative facilitation. The work of the company is deeply concerned 
with experimentation that combines Black and queer theoretical, poetic, 
and spiritual lineages with biographical and bodily knowledge. The work 
considers the materiality of “dissidence and unrecognizability” as perfor-
mance tools for unlearning structures of coloniality while centering ideas 
that elasticate modern constructs of race, gender, and sexuality within 
which Black queer bodies have too often been erased.



VISION
Using intersectional modalities that encourage the functional, but fugitive 
uses of curatorial strategies, poetics, improvisational Black queer methods 
of survival, choreology, new media and visual performance technologies, 
Kosoko Performance + Studio envisions new possibilities for unlearning 
systems of coloniality embedded within institutional frameworks.

Kosoko Performance + Studio is a NYC based studio whose work and 
practice is in constant dialogue with history’s role in the contemporary 
moment. KPS and its team of creative collaborators lean into their ques-
tions, trauma, and joy as a way to create environments of performance 
that hold productive modes of complexity and discomfort while also cen-
tering themes of care and healing. The work of Kosoko Performance + 
Studio is deeply concerned with experimentation that combines Black 
and queer theoretical, literary and spiritual lineages with biographical and 
bodily knowledge. The work thrives on questioning the distinction be-
tween theatricality, reality, and our collective erotic connection to devices 
of digitality.

The company’s live performance work is deeply concerned with the con-
cept of the performance lecture as a form of creative collective education 
that enlivens the historical record as the point at which history is ren-
dered more present than the present.



BLACK BODY
AMNESIA

Published 2022 by Wendy’s Subway, NYC

Blending poetry and memoir, conversation and performance theory, Black 
Body Amnesia: Poems and Other Speech Acts enlivens a personal archive 
of visual and verbal offerings written and organized by jaamil olawale 
kosoko. Inspired by Audre Lorde’s concept of biomythography, kosoko 
mixes personal history, biography, and mythology to tell a complex narra-
tive rooted within a queer, Black, self-defined imagination. 

This collection of intertextual performance acts captures the ephemer-
al data of kosoko’s live performances. Developed out of their ongoing, 
multi-media live art project, American Chameleon, and elaborating on the 
artist’s unique practice of Socio-Choreological Mapping as a means to ex-
plore queer theories of the body and its “hydraulics of grief,” this book of-
fers critical-creative frames to consider the fluid identities and life-worlds 
embedded inside contemporary Black America. 

With an introduction by Dahlia (Dixon) Li, and contributions by Sara Jane 
Bailes, mayfield brooks, Brenda Dixon-Gottschild, Ashley Ferro-Murray, 
Nadine George-Graves, Nile Harris, Ima Iduozee, Lisa Jarrett, Bill T. Jones, 
Jennifer Kidwell, Malkia Okech, Ada M. Patterson, Tracy K. Smith, and Jillian 
Steinhauer.





BLACK BODY
AMNESIA: LIVE

A PERFORMANCE READING

Premiering in 2022, Black Body Amnesia (the performance reading) ex-
amines the shapeshifting, illegible, and fugitive realities of Black diasporan 
people that negotiate psychic and spiritual lifewords that exist beyond the 
captive conditions induced by racially reductive renderings of the African 
American body. It is performed with an alternating ensemble of virtual 
doulas including jaamil olawale kosoko, Raymond Pinto, mayfield brooks, 
DJ Maij, Nile Harris, KJ Wade with sound composition by Everett-Asis 
Saunders.

In this new work, kosoko uses complexity theory—which they define as 
the study of adaptive survivalist strategies inside complex networks or 
environments—as a theatrical device manifesting within the construc-
tion of the alternate ego J-Lov. From this artistic vantage point, the artist 
explores how minoritarianized communities record and affirm their ex-
istence through collaborative actions and protests. Black Body Amnesia 
attempts to archive ongoing acts and while re-activating histories of black 
collaborative action, we find personal narratives of freedom that subvert 
culturally-charged fields of systemic oppression, loss, and erasure.

Rooted in embodied ritual practice, poetics, Black critical studies, and 
queer theories of the body as a means to conjure and craft perpetu-
al modes of freedom, healing, and care, Black Body Amnesia continues 
kosoko’s engagement in public and performative scholarship. It is a com-
munal act of public study in which the whole process is made visible.

The performance of Black Body Amnesia follows 2020’s Chameleon (The 
Living Installments), which repurposed the online social platform Discord 
as an interactive venue where the artist hosted audio transmissions of 
original sound footage from a new moving-image work, a multi-media zine, 
remote conversations, a somatic workshop, and an archive of images, vid-
eos, and links. Many of the theories and documents from this event find 
themselves in Black Body Amnesia, now staged (as an in person or virtual 
transmission art work offering a deeper embodied experience for both 
the spectator and performers.  

In addition to the performance work, Black Body Amnesia is also being 
shared as a book (available now) and as a living web-based archive which 
host documentation of the multiple iterations of the work serving as a 
public research hub, and as a repository for definitions of Black love. 



SYLLABUS FOR BLACK LOVE
3 CHANNEL FILM INSTALLATION

Drawing from Black study and queer theories of the body, jaamil olawale 
kosoko’s installation brings together two new works: the three-channel 
video work, Syllabus for Black Love and multi-media performance instal-
lation the hold having been realized through their three-year residency at 
the Wex. 

Staged within milieus that reflect the ancient elements—air, fire, water, 
earth, and spirit—kosoko’s Syllabus for Black Love is a meditative video 
work that embodies the shared care and healing qualities of Blackness. 
From a series of conversations, an intimate portrait emerges through a 
poetic quest that asks “What is Black love?”. Arranged as a choreo-po-
em, Syllabus embraces the notion of ‘doulaing’ as a practice of nurturing 
through rhythmic and restorative gestures. Set to an orginal sound score 
by Everett-Asis Saunders, the three-channel work captures the movement 
of two dancers, kosoko and Jennifer Kidwell, as they embrace and display 
great affection for each other, reimagining Black queer bodies in natural 
settings that navigate between land and sky, bonfire and ocean, turning 
them into sacred intimate places. 

Syllabus for Black Love serves as the ship inside which the multimedia 
installation, the hold, is positioned creating an experience that is both 
perceptive and somatic. An altar staging objects and materials composed 
from kosoko’s personal performance archive is on display. Various fab-
ric-covered floor sculptures invite one to spend time in the space. Aligned 
with kosoko’s previous performances, the hold challenges fixed notions 
of Blackness, presenting a ritualistic encounter that offers new potentials 
of post-coloniality, sexuality, race, and through all this, the offering of new 
worldings to form. 

Performers: Jennifer Kidwell, jaamil olawale kosoko 

Cinematographers: Ima Iduozee, Sydney Lawson 

Composition: Everett Asis Saunders   

Editing & Postproduction:  Alexis McCrimmon  

Concept and Direction: jaamil olawale kosoko 



CHAMELEON
A VISUAL ALBUM

Chameleon is an experimental visual album inspired by the radical queer 
feminist genre of the “Biomythography” which refers to Audre Lorde’s 
foundational work entitled Zami: A New Spelling of My Name published 
in 1982. It combines history, biography, and myth, and holds a literary per-
spective that serves as a guiding light for complex narrative storytelling 
rooted in a queer, Black self-defined, feminist imagination. 

Broken into five distinct confessional/autobiographical poems: Linoleum, 
Stank, Entertainer, Wake, Effigy (all written by kosoko); each poem acts as 
a chapter depicting and rewriting specific moments from the protagonist’s 
lived experience. In each shot, kosoko’s body responds to memory, mov-
ing in and out of dream, nightmare, present practice and ceremony. The 
process––a necessary re-conjuring––allows past ghosts to exist along-
side present reconfigurations underscoring the creative, therapeutic and 
sometimes necessary but painful impulses of fugitive beings to shape-shift 
as a measure of survival.







THE HOLD

“The hold repeats and repeats and repeats in and into the present…”
-Christina Sharpe, In the Wake: On Blackness and Being

Meshing the performative uses of fabric, lighting, time, and sound art as 
sculptural material inside the context of the multi-channel moving image 
installation, Syllabus for Black Love, the hold is an embrace, a place, a time 
between time. It is a slippery chameleonic emergent practice rupturing 
the borders of reality, digitality, and theatricality. Performed by jaamil ola-
wale kosoko with an alternating ensemble of virtual doulas including Ev-
erett Asis Saunders and Nile Harris, the work resists capture by jumping 
through and bending the time-space continuum. It behaves as both arrival 
and exit - a birth passage into the intricate nuance of Black lives attempt-
ing the critical and alchemistic work of self examination, discovery, and 
becoming.

the hold is a multi-media live art work that explores the fugitive reali-
ties and shapeshifting demands of surviving at the intersection of Black-
ness, feminism, and queerness in contemporary America. In this new work 
from Nigerian American artist Jaamil Olawale Kosoko, a melanated stage 
saturated in africanist texts and iconography becomes a site of ecstatic 
spiritual fantasy in which an ever–present quotidian experience of grief 
is punctuated by moments of beauty, care, and pleasure. Inspired by an 
on-going fascination with erotic digitality and Black diasporic spiritual 
practice, Kosoko uses the apparatus of the gallery or theater to conjure 
an environment of sudden, unexpected, emotional complexity.

Performers: jaamil olawale kosoko, Nile Harris, Everett-Asis Saunders  

Production Manager: Shana Crawford 

Composition: Everett Asis Saunders with jaamil olawale kosoko   

Concept and Direction: jaamil olawale kosoko 



AMERICAN CHAMELEON
The Living Installments (2.0)

American Chameleon: The Living Installments (2.0) is a hybrid multime-
dia living artwork, instigated by Nigerian-American artist Jaamil Olawale 
Kosoko, that explores the ever-evolving ways in which digitality intersects 
with the fugitive realities and shapeshifting principles that Black queer 
people employ to survive and heal. The work also operates as a digital ar-
chive, a porous public performance in interactive pedagogy where Kosoko 
and collaborators seek to locate a space for healing both online and off. 
Kosoko and collaborators will host a series of events, including a film 
screening, discussion, and healing session, that aims to hold grief while also 
centering themes of liveness, beauty, humor, care, and joy. 

The work operates as a flexible, digital commons. A pop-up community of 
organizers and practitioners who center adaptive interactive learning as a 
means of creating sustainable, multi-tiered networks of care. Occurring, in 
part, on the gaming platform Discord, The Living Installments server fea-
tures the voices of mayfield brooks, Nile Harris, Kosoko, and others. This 
is an experiment in creating a flexible space where Black voices feel com-
fortable thinking and speaking out loud. It’s a virtual venue for biomytho-
graphic* liveness conjuring chameleonic possibility and entanglement.

*“Biomythography” refers to Audre Lorde’s foundational work entitled 
Zami: A New Spelling of My Name published in 1982, which combines 
history, biography, and myth, and holds a literary perspective that serves as 
a guiding light for complex narrative storytelling rooted in a queer, Black 
self-defined, feminist imagination.



Previous Installments:

September 21, 2020 - International Day of Peace 
Presented by Portland Institute for Contemporary Art & FringeArts.
More details

August 23, 2020 - International Day of Remembrance 
Tanz im August, in collaboration with Zürcher Theater Spektakel.
More details

April 22, 2020 - Earth Day 
Presented by EMPAC, New York Live Arts, and Wexner Center for the 
Arts. More details 

Featuring: Jaamil Olawale Kosoko, Nile Harris, Everett-Asis Saunders, 
Meena Murugesan, Vanessa Eileen Thompson, Ebony Noelle Golden, and 
Brenda Dixon Gottschild. 
ASL and closed captioning provided. More details



Contact
For touring and booking inquiries: kosokobookings@gmail.com

For all other inquires: kosokoprojects@gmail.com

web: jaamil.com     

blog: philadiction.org

 

paypal.com/paypalme/jaamilkosoko

cash.app/$JaamilKosoko

venmo.com/jaamil-kosoko

jaamilkosoko.tumblr.com

jaamilkosoko

vimeo.com/jaamilko 

@jaamilkosoko

jaamil.kosoko

@chameleon_coalition













Permanent link: https://nyti.ms/2ntCoJ7




















